ENTROTERRA VENETO

POSSAGNO - ASOLO - BASSANO DEL GRAPPA - MAROSTICA

from the farm Villa Panigai to Marostica 61 Km
POSSAGNO (27.7 km from Farra di Soligo)
Birthplace of the artist and sculptures Antonio Canova, located at the foot of Mount Grappa. You can visit the Neoclassical Temple,
designed by the famous Antonio Canova. The solemnity of the Doric colonnade and the elegance of the central body, inspired by the
Pantheon, draw a structure of timeless beauty. Inside there are high Canovian masterpieces: the bronze Pietà, the marble self-portrait,
the plaster Metope, the great altarpiece and the tomb. At the foot of the temple you can visit the GIPSOTECA CANOVA where you can
admire some of his works. HOURS: Closed Monday - Tue - Sun 09:30 - 18
ASOLO (15 km from Possagno)
Considered one of the most beautiful villages in Italy, a pleasant walk is worth it.
BASSANO DEL GRAPPA (18 Km from Asolo)
The enchanting geographical position surrounded by hills and favored by a mild climate, allows the traveler to immerse himself in the
enchantment of this medieval town situated in the Vicenza area.
The architectural context of Bassano del Grappa is a plunge into art: the streets of the center are adorned by the works of authors such
as Palladio, Canova, Jacopo Da Ponte, Marinali and Dall'Acqua. In Bassano there is the oldest CIVIC MUSEUM in the Veneto region
which is worth a visit.
LOGGIA DEI PODESTÀ since the fifteenth century has performed important functions of interest to citizens, from the site of registration
and conservation of notarial deeds, to the administration of justice and power. HOURS: 9:00 am - 7:00 pm closed Tuesday.
But the symbolic monument of the city is the PONTE VECCHIO, built on the project of the PALLADIO that links its image to the epic of
the Alpini of the Great War. Over the centuries, due to sudden floods, it has been repeatedly rebuilt respecting the original Palladian
design each time. At a mouth of the bridge is the small but fascinating Museo degli Alpini which houses historical documents and vintage
memorabilia. On one of the banks of the Ponte Vecchio is the famous where you can taste the typical GRAPPA NARDINI distillate. If you
are interested in the history and production of grappa we recommend the MUSEO DELLA GRAPPA POLI which is located near the old
bridge in the historic center. HOURS: Open every day 09:00 - 19:30
MAROSTICA ( 7,5 km from Bassano del Grappa)
It is known throughout the world for the chess game that takes place with living characters in the town square, every two years (even
years) in the second weekend of September: it is a tradition started in 1923. For this historic event the city is also nicknamed "the city of
chess".
CASTLE OF MAROSTICA
With the castle of Marostica we mean the set of two castles, the Upper Castle and the Lower Castle, joined by a wall, about 1800 meters
long. The Inferiore castle can be visited from the outside and is always open.
https://goo.gl/maps/eCwxCiZsc97yYp2f9

